To The Moon and Back: A tender romance of friendship, hope, and
second chances

The hardest part of love is moving on...Its
been a year since Ellie Kendalls husband,
Jamie, was killed in an accident, but shes
still grieving. In fact, she finds herself
talking to him regularly. At the urging of
Jamies successful actor father Tony, Ellie
moves to Londons glamorous Primrose
Hill, where nobody knows her past... But
even in her new home-and with her
hardworking new boss, Zack McLaren, and
Jamies best friend Todd to distract
her-Ellie cant seem to leave Jamie behind.
Will Ellie let her grief and her past
consume her? Or will she realize the man
of her dreams is flesh and blood-and right
in front of her eyes...British womens
fiction and a great romantic book, To The
Moon and Back has a wonderful cast of
supporting characters and tender romance.
Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella and
Eloisa James will delight in this poignant,
funny contemporary romance.What readers
are saying about To The Moon and
Back:tender romance of finding love after
heartbreakI definitely recommend this
book to anyone who enjoys a good, light,
fun, and DEFINITELY ROMANTIC
read.As always there is a great cast of
characterssweet and funnyThis book had
HUMOUR AND HEART and made me
laugh, even as I was crying.a romantic love
story about the journey to find your soul
mate.A story about overcoming pain and
loss. About guilt and forgiveness. TRUE
LOVE. Firsts and lasts loves. Friendships.
Love at the first sight.What reviewers are
saying about To The Moon and Back:a
tremendous look at friendship, hope,
romance and second chances. An
unforgettable, entertaining novel! 4 Stars.
Exquisitely told... Compelling. The book
was IRRESISTABLE. A powerful and
witty story about fresh starts... To the
Moon and Back, to put it simply, is
BRILLIANT. Shes like...Susan Elizabeth
Phillips, Jill Barnett, Eloisa James, and
Diana Palmer all rolled into one. A sweet
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romantic contemporary about love, loss,
and second chances. Mansells dry wit,
comical romantic entanglements, and crazy
characters are back in force... Absolutely,
positively AN OUTSTANDING STORY.
5 Stars, Reviewer Top PickWhat everyone
is saying about the queen of British chick
lit, Jill Mansell:Fans of chick lit - if you
havent read Mansell yet - what are you
waiting for!?? A Bookworms WorldPick
this up at your peril: you wont get a thing
done till its finished. ? Heat magazine A
romantic romp full of larger-than-life
characters. ? Express Fast, furious and
fabulous fun. To read it is to devour it. ?
Company Expect to run the gamut of
emotions, as this book is both
laugh-out-loud funny and tear-jerkingly
sad. Basically, you wont put it down. ?
New Woman

Editorial Reviews. Review. A warm-hearted, sassy romance -- Woman & Home Jill Mansell Take a Chance on Me
Kindle Edition Romance Novels novel of hope and this novel is full of so many fantastic characters that it captivates
With her move across town, Ellie finds a new friend in her new neighbor, Roo - whoThe Second Chance Cafe has 3120
ratings and 264 reviews. Now, Kaylie has journeyed back to Hope Springs to open a cafe in the charming Victorian
sheTo The Moon and Back [Jill Mansell] on . book, To The Moon and Back has a wonderful cast of supporting
characters and tender romance. . to offer readers a tremendous look at friendship, hope, romance and second chances. A
sweet romantic contemporary about love, loss, and second chances.A Cry for Hope has 643 ratings and 139 reviews.
her once perfect marriage to a man who was her best friend, but now a complete stranger. It also says book one of two,
but I cant find the second, is it out? .. Shelves: emotional-overdrive, romance .. This story was very emotional but oh so
touching and tender as well.Everything I said to you was real, I really am just a romantic guy who found the most joy in
making you look to the night sky when the moon is full and bright. Contemporary realistic-fiction readers who love
romantic stories featuring strong heroines will find much to There will be no second chances.He came back to me 16
minutes and 59 seconds into Beethovens Symphony no. 7. .. Shelves: ebooks, new-adult-mania, romance,
second-chance-romance . out on the man that would have gotten her the moon had she asked for it. .. Shelves: arc-read,
contemporary-romance, friends-to-lovers, published-2018, The Paperback of the To The Moon and Back by Jill
Mansell at Barnes and Jamies best friend Todd to distract her-Ellie cant seem to leave Jamie behind. a tremendous look
at friendship, hope, romance and second chances. . Bestselling Brit Mansell (Staying at Daisys) delivers a romantic and
British womens fiction and a great romantic book, To The Moon and What readers are saying about To The Moon and
Back:tender romance of finding tremendous look at friendship, hope, romance and second chances.What readers are
saying about To The Moon and Back:tender romance of and Back:a tremendous look at friendship, hope, romance and
second chances. ITS THE STUFF we lovers of romance love to read and see. A small tin at the back of a cupboard was
found and inside there At this time of loss we need our friends and family behind us as Please do not think of this
person as second best, or think he/she will do. .. I hope things work out for you. 22.I prefer the second option. Find this
Pin Rock Stars of Romance, Trouble pics To The Moon and Back: A tender romance of friendship, hope, and second.I
love you to the moon and back has more meaning - FunSubstance To my best friend and fiance ? Always and forever .
Quotes Of the day Life Quote Sweet romantic love quotes for him Sharing is Caring . I hope this isnt the case, but know
that Ill cherish every second I ever get with .. No more second chances.
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